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ABSTRACT

Context. The early stages of planet formation are still not well understood. Coagulation models have revealed numerous obstacles
to the dust growth, such as the bouncing, fragmentation, and radial drift barriers. Gas drag causes rapid loss, and turbulence leads to
generally destructive collisions between the dust aggregates.
Aims. We study the interplay between dust coagulation and drift to determine the conditions in protoplanetary disk that support the
formation of planetesimals. We focus on planetesimal formation via sweep-up and investigate whether it can take place in a realistic
protoplanetary disk.
Methods. We have developed a new numerical model that resolves the spatial distribution of dust in the radial and vertical dimen-
sions. The model uses representative particles approach to follow the dust evolution in a protoplanetary disk. The coagulation and
fragmentation of solids is taken into account in the Monte Carlo method. A collision model adopting the mass transfer effect, which
can occur for different-sized dust aggregate collisions, is implemented. We focus on a protoplanetary disk that includes a pressure
bump caused by a steep decline of turbulent viscosity around the snow line.
Results. Our results show that high enough resolution of the vertical disk structure in dust coagulation codes is needed to obtain
adequately short growth timescales, especially in the case of a low turbulence region. We find that a sharp radial variation in the
turbulence strength at the inner edge of dead zone promotes planetesimal formation in several ways. It provides a pressure bump that
efficiently prevents the dust from drifting inwards. It also causes a radial variation in the size of aggregates at which growth barriers
occur, favoring the growth of large aggregates by sweeping up of small particles. In our model, by employing an ad hoc α viscosity
change near the snow line, it is possible to grow planetesimals by incremental growth on timescales of approximately 105 years.

Key words. accretion, accretion disks – circumstellar matter – protoplanetary disks – planets and satellites: formation –
methods: numerical

1. Introduction

Despite decades of research, planet formation is still not fully
understood. At the point of formation, the protoplanetary disk
is thought to contain submicron dust grains. The formation of
planetesimals out of these grains is one of the more uncertain as-
pects in the theory of planet formation, since the growth of large
dust particles by subsequent sticking collisions is very difficult
to obtain in realistic models. Such a simple particle aggregation
has been shown to encounter numerous obstacles, such as the
electrostatic barrier (Okuzumi et al. 2011), the bouncing barrier
(Zsom et al. 2010), the fragmentation barrier (Blum & Münch
1993), and the radial drift barrier (Weidenschilling 1977). The
relative velocities of dust particles, which are regulated by their
interaction with gas, have been found to be too high to allow
sticking of aggregates as small as millimeters. On the other hand,
even if there is a way to grow meter-sized bodies, they are go-
ing to be lost inside of an evaporation line within a few hundred
years due to the radial drift.

Some solutions to these problems have been suggested in re-
cent years. The sticking properties of ices are claimed to be much
better than those of silicates (Wada et al. 2009), leading to ice
grains capable of forming highly porous aggregates. Including
this property in models has been shown to let the particles avoid

the radial drift barrier (Okuzumi et al. 2012). However, the col-
lisional properties of the ice particles are still rather uncertain,
because of the difficulties in conducting the laboratory experi-
ments. There is much more laboratory data concerning the col-
lisional physics of the silicates (Güttler et al. 2010), although
even the silicate collisional properties remain an extensively dis-
cussed topic. Recent experiments have revealed a smooth transi-
tion between sticking and bouncing behavior (Langkowski et al.
2008; Weidling et al. 2012; Kothe et al. 2013), but numerical
molecular dynamics simulations predict no or significantly less
bouncing (Wada et al. 2011; Seizinger & Kley 2013) At still
higher collision velocities, particles are expected to fragment,
but if the mass ratio is high enough, growth via mass transfer
is also a possibility (Wurm et al. 2005; Teiser & Wurm 2009;
Kothe et al. 2010; Beitz et al. 2011).

The relative velocity of collision between the aggregates is
usually calculated on the basis of a mean turbulence model,
where two particles with given masses m1 and m2 always collide
at the same relative velocity ∆v(m1,m2). Considering a probabil-
ity distribution function P(∆v|m1,m2) and the sweep-up by the
mass transfer is another possibility of overcoming the growth
barriers (Windmark et al. 2012b; Garaud et al. 2013). However,
as the exact nature of the probability distribution is unknown,
it is not certain if this effect can indeed allow the planetesimal
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growth. The combined action of hydrodynamic and gravitational
instabilities (Goodman & Pindor 2000; Johansen et al. 2007) is
an alternative scenario for the formation of planetesimals. The
radial drift barrier can be overcome by taking local disk in-
homogeneities into account that lead to the pressure gradient
change (pressure bumps) and suppress of the inward drift of bod-
ies (Whipple 1972; Barge & Sommeria 1995; Klahr & Henning
1997; Alexander & Armitage 2007; Garaud 2007; Kretke & Lin
2007).

Modeling the planet formation is not only difficult because
of the growth barriers at the first stage of the process. Formation
of a single planet covers about 40 orders of magnitude in mass,
which is not possible to handle with any traditional method, be-
cause of a fundamental difference in the physics involved in its
different stages. In the small particle regime, there are too many
independent particles for an individual treatment. The coagula-
tion is driven by random collisions. Therefore, statistical meth-
ods are used to model the evolution of the fine dust medium
(Weidenschilling 1980; Nakagawa et al. 1981; Brauer et al.
2008a; Birnstiel et al. 2010). In this approach, the dust medium
is followed using the grain distribution function fd(m, r, t), giv-
ing the number of dust particles of particular properties at a given
time. In the big body regime, the evolution is led by gravitational
dynamics. That forces us to treat the objects individually using
N-body methods (Kokubo & Ida 2000). A connection between
the two methods requires an ad hoc switch. Such a solution has
been implemented by Spaute et al. (1991), Bromley & Kenyon
(2006) and recently Glaschke et al. (2011).

In addition to the statistical methods mentioned above, there
are also Monte Carlo methods used in the small particle regime
(Gillespie 1975; Ormel et al. 2007). In recent years, a new kind
of algorithm has been developed: a Monte Carlo algorithm with
the representative particle approach (Zsom & Dullemond 2008).
In this method, the huge number of small particles is handled
by grouping the (nearly) identical bodies into swarms and rep-
resenting each swarm by a representative particle. Instead of
evolving the distribution function fd(m, r, t), it is sampling and
reproducing it with the use of the representative bodies. This
manner should allow a much smoother and more natural transi-
tion to the N-body regime. Indeed, this kind of approach is al-
ready used in the N-body codes. Levison et al. (2010) applied a
superparticle approach to treat planetesimals. They showed that
taking the gravitational interactions into account is very impor-
tant in the case of kilometer size bodies. The gravitational inter-
play can lead to redistribution of the material and change accre-
tion rates in the protoplanetary disk.

With the work presented in this paper, we make the very first
step toward a new computational model that will connect the
small scale dust growth to the large scale planet formation. We
develop a 2D Monte Carlo dust evolution code accounting both
for drift and coagulation of the dust particles. We expect to ex-
tend this method in future by adding the gravitational interac-
tions between the bodies.

This paper is organized as follows. We introduce our numer-
ical model in Sect. 2. We demonstrate some tests of the code in
Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, we show results obtained with the 1D ver-
sion of our code and compare them with results presented by
Zsom et al. (2011). In Sect. 5, we present results obtained with
the 2D version of the code, showing that applying a disk model
including a steep variation of turbulent strength near the snow
line (Kretke & Lin 2007) and a collisional model that takes
the mass transfer effect into account (Windmark et al. 2012a),
allows us to overcome the bouncing barrier and turn a lim-
ited number of particles into planetesimals on the timescale of

approximately 105 yrs. We provide discussion of the presented
results as well as conclusions in Sect. 6.

2. The numerical model

We develop a 2D Monte Carlo dust evolution code, able to re-
solve a protoplanetary disk structure in radial and vertical di-
mension. We assume that the disk is cylindrically symmetric,
thereby ignoring the azimuthal dependence. We use an analyti-
cal description for the gas disk. The dust is treated using the rep-
resentative particle approach. The code is a further development
of the work presented by Zsom et al. (2011). The code is written
in Fortran 90 and is parallelized using OpenMP directives.

In each time step the code performs the following steps:

1. Advection velocities of the dust particles are determined tak-
ing their current properties and positions into account.

2. The code time step is calculated on the basis on the advection
velocities and existing grid, following the Courant condition.

3. Advection of the particles is performed both in radial and
vertical direction. The solids undergo the radial drift, vertical
settling and turbulent diffusion.

4. The new grid is established according to the updated posi-
tions of the particles, using the adaptive grid routine (see
Fig. 1).

5. Collisions between the particles are performed in each cell
by the Monte Carlo algorithm. The particle properties are
updated.

6. The output is saved when required.

More detailed description of the approach used in the code can
be found in the following sections.

2.1. Gas description

The gas structure is implemented in the form of analyti-
cal expressions for the gas surface and volume density Σg(r)
and ρg(r, z), pressure Pg(r), temperature Tg(r) and turbulent vis-
cosity Dg(r).

For now we assume that the gas in the disk does not evolve,
although this is not a fundamental restriction, and the gas evolu-
tion is possible to implement without severe changes in the code
structure. In a first-order approximation, the time evolution can
be implemented analytically by expanding the gas properties de-
scription from the function of space fg(r) to the function of space
and time fg(r, t).

2.2. Dust description

To describe the dust, we use the approach based on Zsom &
Dullemond (2008). We follow the “lives” of n representative par-
ticles, which are supposed to be a statistical representation of N
physical particles present in an examined domain. Commonly
n � N. For a typical protoplanetary disk, with mass of 0.01 M�
and a dust to gas ratio of 0.01, consisting of 1 µm size dust
grains, we would have N ≈ 1042. For computational feasibil-
ity we would have e.g. n = 105, meaning each representative
particle i represents Ni ≈ 1037 physical particles.

All of the Ni physical particles, represented by a single rep-
resentative particle i, share identical properties: for now these
are mass mi and location in the disk (ri, zi). As we impose the
axial symmetry, we do not include the azimuthal position. We
assume that the physical particles belonging to one swarm are
homogeneously distributed along an annulus of given location
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ri and height above the midplane zi. The total mass of physical
particles contained in one swarm Mswarm = Nimi is identical for
every representative particle and it does not change with time.
This means that the Ni has to drop when the particle mass mi
grows. This is not a physical effect, just a statistical. See Zsom
& Dullemond (2008) for details.

With the representative particle approach, it is relatively easy
to add further dust properties, in particular the internal structure
of aggregates, which was shown to be important by Ormel et al.
(2007). We leave the implementation of the porosity for further
work.

When performing the advection, we assume that all of the
physical particles in the swarm undergo the same change of the
position (ri, zi) and after the shift, they are still uniformly dis-
tributed along the designated annulus. However, when we con-
sider the collisions, we set up a numerical grid in order to ac-
count for the fact that only particles that are physically close can
collide. In this case, we assume that the particles are homoge-
neously distributed inside a grid cell (see Sect. 2.4 for descrip-
tion of the grid). This assumption is required by the method used
to investigate the collisional evolution of the aggregates (Zsom
& Dullemond 2008). The difference between the locations as-
sumed in both of the cases is most often not important and can
be treated as a kind of systematic uncertainty.

2.3. Advection of dust particles

The location of a representative particle changes because of ra-
dial drift and vertical settling as well as turbulent diffusion. The
main particle characteristics determining its behavior with re-
spect to gas is so called Stokes number St. It is defined as

St = tsΩK, (1)

where ΩK denotes the Kepler frequency and ts is the so-called
stopping time of the particle. The Stokes number can be treated
as a particle-gas coupling strength indicator. If St � 1, the par-
ticle is well coupled to the ambient gas and its motion is fully
dependent on the motion of the gas. On the other hand, the par-
ticles with St � 1 are practically independent of the gas.

The stopping time of the particle ts determines a timescale
that the particle needs to adjust its velocity to the velocity of the
surrounding gas. The exact expression that we use to compute
the ts depends on the particle radius a. The ratio of the mean free
path of the gas λmfp and the particle size a is called Knudsen
number Kn:

Kn =
λmfp

a
· (2)

If a particle’s Knudsen number is Kn > 4/9, the particle is
in the Epstein drag regime and its stopping time is given by
(Weidenschilling 1977)

tEp
s =

aρp

vthρg
, (3)

where ρp is the internal density of the particle and vth is the
thermal velocity of the gas. The latter is expressed as vth =√

8kBTg/πmg, where kB is the Boltzmann constant, Tg is the
gas temperature and mg is mass of the gas molecule. On the
other hand, when Kn < 4/9, the particle is in the Stokes
regime. The Stokes regime is in general not homogeneous
and is often divided into subregimes. The Reynolds number

of the particles Rep defines which of the subregimes applies
(Weidenschilling 1977). The Rep is specified as

Rep =
2a∆vpg

νg
, (4)

with a denoting the particle radius, ∆vpg the relative velocity be-
tween the particle and the gas and νg the molecular viscosity of
gas that is expressed as νg = vthλmfp/2. As long as Rep < 1,
the first Stokes regime applies. In our models Rep > 1 translates
into a & 104 cm. This is larger than we obtain in the models
presented in this paper. Thus, for now we do not include the
other Stokes regimes. For the particles with Kn < 4/9 we as-
sume (Weidenschilling 1977)

tSt
s = tEp

s ×
4
9

Kn−1. (5)

Radial drift The radial drift of dust particles has two sources.
One of them is the gas accretion onto the central star. The gas
moves inwards and drags the dust particles with it. This phe-
nomenon is stronger for small particles (St � 1), and it is not
important for big ones (St � 1). The drift velocity caused by
this effect can be expressed as (Brauer et al. 2008a)

vacc
d =

vr
g

1 + St2
, (6)

where vr
g denotes the accretion velocity of gas. We use a conven-

tion in which the vr
g < 0 indicates inward drift.

The other effect is also related to the coupling of the solids
to gas, but now the radial drift is a result of orbital movement.
In a gas-free environment, the solid particles orbit around the
star with the Keplerian velocity vK, resulting from a balance be-
tween the gravity and the centrifugal force. For the gas however,
the pressure needs to be considered. Therefore, the gas moves
with a sub-Keplerian velocity. Because of the difference in the
azimuthal velocity of gas and dust, the dust particles feel a con-
stant head-wind. Interacting with the gas via the drag force, they
loose the angular momentum and thus drift inwards with veloc-
ity (Weidenschilling 1977; Brauer et al. 2008a):

vdrift
d =

2vη
St + 1

St

· (7)

Hence, this effect is not significant for both very small and very
big dust particles, but for the particles with St ≈ 1 the drift ve-
locity vdrift

d can reach even 30 m s−1 (Brauer et al. 2008a).
The maximum drift velocity vη can be expressed as (Brauer

et al. 2008b)

vη =
∂rPg

2ρgΩK
· (8)

The vη is dependent on the gas pressure gradient ∂rPg, which can
be both negative (in most of the standard disk models it is neg-
ative over the whole disk) and positive. If we find a disk model,
in which locally ∂rPg > 0 (a so-called pressure bump), we get
outward radial drift of solids that leads to a local significant en-
hancement of dust density.

The total radial drift velocity is given by

vr
d = vacc

d + vdrift
d . (9)
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Vertical settling The dust particles present in the protoplane-
tary disk are settling down towards the midplane due to gravity
from the central star. The settling velocity is regulated by the gas
drag. It can be obtained from basic equations as (Dullemond &
Dominik 2004)

vz
d = −zΩ2

Kts, (10)

where z is the height above the midplane. It can be rewritten
using Eq. (1) as

vz
d = −zΩKSt. (11)

For big particles, the velocity calculated from Eq. (11) would be
higher than the orbital velocity projected on the z axis, so we
restrict it to

vz
d = −zΩK min(0.5,St), (12)

following e.g. Birnstiel et al. (2010). This description is not valid
for big particles that are completely decoupled from the gas.
These particles undergo the orbital oscillations around the mid-
plane. A direct integration of the equations of motion would need
to be included in order to account for this effect. We leave it for
further work.

Turbulent diffusion If there were no other effects in the disk,
all the dust would eventually form an infinitely thin layer in the
midplane. However, we assume that there is a turbulence present
in the disk. We implement the effect of the turbulence on the
particles spatial distribution in the same way to Ciesla (2010)
and Zsom et al. (2011). We take the diffusion in both vertical
and radial directions into account.

The turbulence generally smears out the density distribu-
tion (turbulent diffusion). If we take a point dust distribution af-
ter time t it will become a Gaussian distribution with the half
width L (in 1D):

L = L(t) =
√

2Ddt, (13)

where Dd is the dust turbulent diffusion coefficient, which we
can express as

Dd =
Dg

Sc
, (14)

where Sc is called the Schmidt number, and the gas diffusion
coefficient Dg (turbulent viscosity) is assumed to have the form
of so-called α viscosity (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973):

Dg = αcsHg. (15)

α is a parameter describing the efficiency of the angular momen-
tum transport with values typically much lower than 1. cs is the
sound speed in gas and Hg is gas pressure scale height, which
is expressed as Hg = cs/ΩK. The Schmidt number is currently
estimated as (Youdin & Lithwick 2007; Carballido et al. 2011)

Sc = 1 + St2. (16)

We implement the turbulent diffusion of the solid particles as
random jumps. We add a term corresponding to our turbulence
prescription to the velocity resulting from the radial drift and
vertical settling. The turbulent velocity resulting from the pre-
scription given above is

vD1
d =

∆x
∆t
, (17)

where ∆x is the displacement of the particle during the time
step ∆t. The displacement is taken as a random number drawn
from a Gaussian distribution with the half width L from Eq. (13).

This description of the diffusion is however simplified. In
fact, there is an additional term in the diffusion equation for a
non-homogeneous gas distribution. The velocity component re-
sulting from this effect always points towards the gas density
maximum. Therefore, the dust scale height never exceeds the
gas scale height. For more details see Zsom et al. (2011, their
Eqs. (7), (8)). The velocity corresponding to this term can be
noted as

vD2
d = Dd

1
ρg

∂ρg

∂x
, (18)

where x in Eqs. (17) and (18) can be both r and z, depending on
direction along that we consider the diffusion.

2.4. Collisions

Monte Carlo method We model the dust coagulation using a
Monte Carlo algorithm. This approach was already used in the
protoplanetary disk context by Ormel et al. (2007). It is based on
a method presented for the first time by Gillespie (1975). Zsom
& Dullemond (2008) described in detail how to use this algo-
rithm with the representative particles approach. Only the main
facts are stated here for the reader’s convenience.

As mentioned in Sect. 2.2, we assume that a limited num-
ber n representative particles represent all N physical particles
present in the computational domain. Each representative parti-
cle i describes a swarm of Ni identical physical particles. Total
mass Mswarm of every swarm is equal and constant in time.

As we typically have n � N, we only need to consider the
collisions between representative and non-representative parti-
cles. The collisions between the representative particles are too
rare to be significant. The collisions among the physical particles
do not need to be tracked as the basic assumption of the method.

The particles taking part in the subsequent collisions as well
as the time step between the events are determined on a basis of
random numbers. For each collision we pick one representative
particle i and one non-representative particle from the swarm
represented by the representative particle k. It is possible that
i = k. The probability of a collision between particles i and k is
determined as

rik =
NkKik

V
, (19)

where V is the cell volume and Kik is a coagulation kernel. Apart
from some test cases we use

Kik = ∆vikσik, (20)

where ∆vik is the relative velocity between particles i and k
and σik is the geometrical cross-section for their collision. The
total collision rate among any of the pairs is

r =
∑

i

∑
k

rik. (21)

We first choose the representative particle, and the probability
that it is particle i is

Pi =

∑
k

rik

r
· (22)
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z

distance from the star

Fig. 1. Illustration of the adaptive grid algorithm. The dots correspond
to the representative particles. First the vertical (blue in color version)
walls are established so that the number of the representative particles
in each radial zone is equal. Then the horizontal (green) walls are set up
for each radial zone individually in order to preserve equal number of
swarms in each cell.

Then we choose the non-representative particle with the
probability:

Pk|i =
rik∑

k
rik
· (23)

The time step between the subsequent collisions is determined as

τ = −
1
r

ln (rand), (24)

where the rand is a random number drawn from the uniform dis-
tribution between 0 and 1.

As a result of the collision, only the representative particle
i changes its properties. For example, in the case of sticking,
mi ← mi + mk. Every time the mass of the particle changes, the
number of particles represented by the swarm has to be updated
as Ni = Mswarm/mi.

Adaptive grid The coagulation of dust aggregates depends on
the local properties of the ambient gas. This is the reason why, to
perform the collisions, we first set up a 2D (r + z) grid and place
our representative particles in the grid cells. The grid cells are
assumed to be annuli at a given distance from the star {r, r + ∆r}
and height above the midplane {z, z + ∆z}. Only particles present
inside the same annulus are allowed to collide with each other.

To construct the annuli we developed an adaptive grid rou-
tine. The volume of the grid cells varies in order to keep the
number of the swarms per cell constant. This procedure is illus-
trated in Fig. 1. In order to set up the grid walls, we first sort the
particles by their radial positions. We choose the positions of the
vertical walls such that the number of swarms in each radial zone
is the same. Then we sort the particles by their vertical positions
within every radial zone individually and set up the horizontal
walls in order to preserve equal number of swarms in each cell.

Thanks to this approach, we automatically gain higher
spatial resolution in the important high dust density regions.
Furthermore, keeping the number of the representative parti-
cles in one cell constant assures that we always have a sufficient
amount of bodies to resolve the physics of the coagulation kernel
properly (see Sect. 3.1).

As the Monte Carlo algorithm is generally an O(n2) method,
the adaptive grid routine helps us to optimize the computational
cost of performing the collisions by a significant factor.

Relative velocities As in e.g. Birnstiel et al. (2010), we consider
five sources of relative velocities between the dust particles:
namely the Brownian motion, turbulence, radial and azimuthal
drift as well as differential settling. For the turbulent relative
velocities we follow the prescription given by Ormel & Cuzzi
(2007).

For calculation of the relative velocities, all the particles are
assumed to be in the center of the cell. Due to this, we avoid
unphysically high collision velocities that could occur e.g. in
case of a big cell with one particle placed on significantly higher
height above the midplane z than the other one. In such a situ-
ation, the relative velocity calculated on a basis of Eq. (12) is
dominated by the difference of the height z. In reality, at the mo-
ment of the collision, z is identical for both particles and the rel-
ative velocity is set up by the difference of the Stokes numbers.

2.5. Time step

In order to resolve both advection and coagulation of the dust
particles properly, a limit to the time step of the code is required.
A drifting particle should be allowed to interact with every other
particle along its way, thus it cannot jump over any cell. We im-
plement an adaptive time-stepping method. We limit the time
step according to the Courant condition:

∆tx <
∆xmin

vx
max

, (25)

where x can be both r and z, as we apply this condition to both
directions and we finally choose ∆t = min(∆tr,∆tz). ∆xmin is the
length of the shortest cell in the given direction and vx

max is the
drift velocity of the fastest particle in this direction. The final
time step we obtain is typically of the order of a fraction of the
local orbital period.

Generally, the time step should be limited also by the
dust growth timescale. However, in typical cases, the advection
timescale is shorter than the growth timescale. This means that
within one advection time step, the coagulation does not change
the drift properties significantly.

3. Test cases

In order to validate our code, we perform a set of different tests.
We test the advectional and collisional parts of the code sepa-
rately as well as both of them together. In this section we present
some of the more educative test results.

3.1. Tests of the coagulation model

We test our implementation of the Monte Carlo coagula-
tion method with the representative particle approach. In a
0-dimensional case, the only property of particles is their
mass. In such case, the coagulation can be described by the
Smoluchowski equation (Smoluchowski 1916). For some co-
agulation kernels Kik, one can find analytical solution of the
Smoluchowski equation. We test our approach against three such
kernels, namely the constant kernel Kik = 1, the linear kernel
Kik = 1

2 (mi + mk) and the product kernel Kik = mi × mk. The
tests results are presented in Fig. 2. We start all the simulations
with a homogeneous mass distribution of particles with m0 = 1.
The volume density of particles is also equal to unity. The ana-
lytical solutions are obtained from Silk & Takahashi (1979) and
Wetherill (1990).
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Fig. 2. Grains mass distribution for the tests against the analytical solutions of the Smoluchowski equations (dashed lines) at different time instants:
a) test against the constant kernel Kik = 1, where 50 representative particles are simulated five times. The particles masses are binned and the
distribution functions are averaged at dimensionless times t = 1, 10, 102, 103, 104, 105. b) Test against the linear kernel Kik = 1

2 (mi + mk). There
are 150 particles used and the simulation is repeated five times. The distribution function is produced at times t = 4, 8, 12, 16, 20. c) Test against
the product kernel Kik = mi × mk. We use 400 representative particles and repeat the simulation ten times. The outputs are produced at times
t = 0.4, 0.7, 0.9.

We necessarily get similar results as Zsom & Dullemond
(2008). We find that the constant kernel can be properly resolved
using a very limited number of representative particles. The lin-
ear kernel is possible to resolve using at least 100 representa-
tive particles. To obtain proper evolution in the case of the prod-
uct kernel we need about 300 particles. As the mass dependence
of the coagulation kernel in physical cases usually lies between
the linear and product kernels, we conclude that we should use
at least 200 representative particles per cell in our simulations.
Thanks to the adaptive grid routine, it is possible to fulfill this
requirement at any time during the simulation.

3.2. Vertical settling and turbulent diffusion of the particles

In the case of absence of the radial drift and coagulation, the
vertical structure of dust is modulated by the vertical settling
and turbulent diffusion. From the test simulations, we obtain
a Gaussian distribution defined by local properties of gas and
solids. Its width can be derived comparing the timescales of the
vertical settling and turbulent diffusion.

The timescale of the vertical settling can be obtained from
Eq. (12) as

τsett ≈
1

ΩK min(0.5,St)
, (26)

The timescale of the turbulent diffusion can be estimated as

τdiff ≈
L2

Dd
, (27)

where the L is a length scale over which the diffusion takes place
and the Dd is defined by Eq. (14). Comparing Eqs. (27) and (26)
and transforming the resulting formula using Eqs. (14)−(16)
and taking L = hd,1 we can estimate the thickness of the dust
layer as

hd,1 = Hg

(
α

min(0.5,St)(1 + St2)

)1/2

· (28)

The above estimate does not take the part of diffusion introduced
with Eq. (18) into account. This effect prevents the dust layer
scale height from exceeding the gas scale height. An analyti-
cal solution of the advection-diffusion equation of the gas disk

gives a more accurate expression for the height of the dust layer
(Dubrulle et al. 1995):

hd = hd,1

1 +

(
hd,1

Hg

)2−1/2

· (29)

We perform a set of test runs to check if the dependence given
by Eq. (29) is reproduced by our code. We place the represen-
tative particles in a local column of a disk around a star with
mass M? = M�. The column is located at r = 1 AU and we
assume that a gas surface density Σg = 100 g cm−2, temperature
Tg = 200 K, and α = 10−3 at this location. The initial dust to gas
ratio is taken to be 0.01 and the dust material density 1.6 g cm−3.
The gas vertical distribution is assumed to be Gaussian with the
standard deviation of Hg. Initially we place the representative
particles such that we get constant dust to gas ratio at every
height above the midplane, so hd,0 = Hg. We use particles with
sizes ranging from 10−5 to 104 cm, corresponding to the Stokes
numbers range of 10−6 to 105. The radial drift and collisions are
switched off for this test. After the particle distribution reaches a
steady state, we measure hd by fitting a Gaussian. Results of the
test are presented in Fig. 3. For each of the runs we use 104 rep-
resentative particles distributed over 100 cells. We find a good
agreement between the analytical prediction (Eq. (29)) and the
test results.

3.3. Trapping of the dust particles in a pressure bump

The trapping of solids in a region with positive pressure gradient
is a promising mechanism of overcoming the radial drift bar-
rier and enhancing the growth of dust aggregates (Kretke & Lin
2007; Brauer et al. 2008b). It was already studied theoretically
by e.g. Garaud (2007). Pinilla et al. (2012b) investigated trap-
ping of solids in the outer regions of protoplanetary disk. They
showed that disk models with pressure bumps give predicted
spectral slope in the mm-wavelength range consistent with the
observed for typical T-Tauri disks, contrary to disk models with-
out the bumps.

In this section we present a simple analytical prediction of
width of the annulus formed by the trapped particles of given
Stokes number and compare it to results of test runs. We use a
disk model based on the work of Kretke & Lin (2007), where the
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Fig. 3. Results of the vertical settling and turbulent diffusion test. The
theoretical dependence given by Eq. (29) is plotted with the solid line.
The change of the slope around St = 0.5 comes from the Stokes number
restriction applied in Eq. (12). The test simulations results are marked
with points. We find a good agreement between the analytical prediction
and the tests results.

α parameter varies with r due to changes in the gas ionization.
As the MRI turbulent strength depends on the degree of coupling
to the magnetic field, a change in the gas ionization will affect α.
The gas ionization fraction depends on the total surface area of
dust particles (Okuzumi 2009), and is therefore most affected if
there is a significant population of small particles. Kretke & Lin
(2007) assumed all particles to be µm-sized, meaning that the
gas ionization rate is simply proportional to the dust to gas ratio.
Beyond the snow line, the dust density steeply increases as the
water vapor condenses into solid grains, causing a decrease in α
that builds up a pressure bump on the disk accretion timescale.
Kretke & Lin (2007) present a disk model parametrized in the
framework of the α-prescription for a steady state obtained via
the described mechanism. Our implementation of the model is
presented in Fig. 4. The α parameter drops down from 10−3 in-
side the snow line to 10−6 in the dead zone. This causes the
bump in the surface density and the change of the sign of the
pressure gradient. In the region where the pressure gradient is
positive, the particles drift outwards and can thus be trapped in
a so-called pressure trap. Yang & Menou (2010) remarked that
in such model the local density maximum is Rayleigh unstable
if the bump width is less than the disk scale height. Therefore,
we choose the parameters of the model such that the width of
the gas density bump measured by fitting a Gaussian is equal to
4 times gas pressure scale height.

The estimation of the trapped dust region width L(St) is done
in a similar way as the derivation of the hd,1(St) in the previous
section. We compare the timescales of the radial drift τdrift and
turbulent diffusion τdiff . As previously, we estimate the τdiff with
Eq. (27). We assume that to be trapped, the particle has to drift
from its current location r to the position of the pressure trap r0.
Thus, the radial drift timescale can be written as

τdrift =

∣∣∣∣∣ r − r0

vdrift

∣∣∣∣∣ , (30)

where the drift velocity vdrift can be obtained from Eqs. (7), (8),
and it is proportional to the pressure gradient ∂rPg. We assume

α
Σ

Fig. 4. Disk model with the pressure bump near the snow line according
to Kretke & Lin (2007). The panels show: a) the α parameter; b) gas
surface density; c) gas pressure in the midplane and its Taylor expan-
sion around the pressure bump location (Eq. (32), dashed line); d) gas
pressure gradient, as a functions of the radial distance from the central
star, for our fiducial disk model. Region highlighted with the different
background color refers to models described in Sect. 5.

that the disk is vertically isothermal, thus the gas pressure in the
midplane is given by (Kretke & Lin 2007)

Pg =
ΣgcsΩK

2π
· (31)

In order to obtain the L(St), we want to get rid of the radial
dependence of τdrift. Thus, we approximate the pressure profile
Pg(r) with the second order Taylor expansion around the loca-
tion of the pressure bump r0:

Pg(r) ≈ Pg(r0) +
1
2

d2Pg

dr2 (r0) · (r − r0)2 = C − A (r − r0)2 , (32)

and we find A ≈ 2 × 10−28 g cm−3 s−2 and C ≈ 2.6 ×
10−2 g cm−1 s−2 for r0 ≈ 3.16 AU. The Taylor expansion is plot-
ted with the dashed line in the panel c of Fig. 4. The derivative
∂rPg, needed to calculate the vdrift, becomes

∂rPg ∝ −2A(r − r0). (33)

Thus, we can estimate the radial drift timescale τdrift as

τdrift ≈
ρgΩK

2A

(
St +

1
St

)
· (34)
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Fig. 5. Top panel: analytically derived dependence for the trapped dust
annulus width (Eq. (35), line) and the results of test runs (points). The
timescale of particles trapping is associated with the timescale of radial
drift. The latter is specified on the lower plot (Eq. (34)). The points on
the top panel were measured after 105 years of evolution. This indicates
a range of Stokes numbers of particles that can be trapped (marked with
different background color).

Comparing Eqs. (27) and (34), using Eqs. (14)−(16), and replac-
ing ρgcs/ΩK = ρgHg = Σg we find the expression for the width
of the trapped dust annulus:

L ≈
(
α

A
ΣgcsΩK

1
St

)1/2

· (35)

One can notice that the width of the annulus becomes larger with
growing surface density, turbulent viscosity or temperature of
the gas, consistent with intuition.

The solids are trapped on a timescale of radial drift that is
specified by Eq. (34). The timescale is shortest for particles of
St = 1 and grows for both smaller and bigger sizes. We per-
form a set of simulations using different sizes of particles rang-
ing form 10−5 to 104 cm. For each simulation we use 105 of
representative particle distributed over 100 radial and 20 verti-
cal zones. Initially the particles are placed between 3 and 4 AU.
The collisions are switched off. After 105 yrs of evolution, the
width of the bump in the dust surface density is measured by
fitting Gaussian distribution. In the top panel of Fig. 5, the fit-
ted standard deviation of the distribution is plotted as a function
of the Stokes number, together with the fit errors. In the bottom
panel, the timescale of radial drift is shown. The range of Stokes
numbers for that the timescale is shorter than 105 yrs is indicated
with different background color. The width of the trapped dust
annulus on the top panel is consistent with the dependence given
by Eq. (35), but only for the particles in the range specified by
the short enough timescale condition. This result is perfectly in
agreement with our predictions.

In this test we neglect the radial drift velocity caused by gas
accretion, specified by Eq. (6). Pinilla et al. (2012a) showed that
if we do not neglect this effect, we get additional restriction for

size of particles that can be trapped (their Eq. (11)). Particles
with Stokes number smaller than Stcrit are not trapped because
their coupling to gas is so strong that they move with the gas
through the pressure maximum, where

Stcrit = −
vr

g

∂rPg
ρgΩK, (36)

with vr
g as the radial velocity of gas. This condition holds only

when the other component of the dust radial velocity is positive,
i.e. ∂rPg > 0. In our model Stcrit ≈ 10−4, so this effect would not
change the test result.

4. Sedimentation driven coagulation
The Gaussian vertical structure of the dust as described in
Sect. 3.2 is usually a good approximation in the case of pro-
toplanetary disk. However, it can be strongly affected by colli-
sional evolution of the aggregates.

We investigate the growth of the dust aggregates in a 1D ver-
tical column. We base on a model presented by Dullemond &
Dominik (2005) and reproduced by Zsom et al. (2011, hence-
forth ZsD11). The column is placed at the distance r = 1 AU
from the star of mass M? = 0.5 M�, with a gas surface den-
sity Σg = 100 g cm−2 and a gas temperature Tg = 200 K. The
radial drift is switched off. The dust particles are initially equal
size monomers with radii a0 = 0.55 µm and material density
ρp = 1.6 g cm−3. They are initially vertically distributed such
that the dust to gas ratio ρd/ρg = 0.01 is constant along the
column. Fragmentation is not included in this model, i.e. the
particles collisions result in sticking for every collision energy.
The growth is driven only by Brownian motion and differen-
tial settling. We ignore other sources of relative velocity: radial
and azimuthal drift as well as turbulence. For the test we used
5 × 104 representative particles and 100 cells (500 particles per
cell). The test run took about 48 h on an 8 core 3.1 GHz AMD
processor.

Similar to Dullemond & Dominik (2005) and ZsD11, we
notice that initially the growth is slow, driven by the Brownian
motions, and proceeds faster closer to the midplane, where the
matter density is highest. At t ≈ 100 yrs, the particle growth in
the upper layers speeds up as the differential settling comes into
play. The value of the vertical settling velocity increases with
height, as can be noticed from Eq. (12). The aggregates grow
and settle down simultaneously. The first rain-out particles that
reach the midplane have masses of around 10−2 g.

Figure 6 presents the mass distribution evolution obtained in
this test. It can be noticed that within the first 400 years the dust
distribution becomes bimodal. One population consists of the
rain-out particles, which reached the midplane, and the other one
are the smaller aggregates, which remain vertically dispersed.
The bigger particles grow at the expense of the small ones, thus
the surface density of the latter decreases. The final mass of
the biggest aggregates is ∼106 g. Such a bimodal dust distribu-
tion for sedimentation driven coagulation was also reported by
Dullemond & Dominik (2005) and Tanaka et al. (2005).

The numerical model used by ZsD11 is practically identi-
cal to ours, but the spatial grid is fixed and consists of equally
spaced cells, while in our case we use the adaptive grid method.
They use 40 cells to resolve 4 gas pressure scale heights. We
notice that in comparison to their results, we get a faster evolu-
tion of the dust. The first rain-out particles arrive to the midplane
after approximately 400 yrs of evolution, instead of 500 yrs re-
ported by ZsD11. We observe also that the growth proceeds to
bigger sizes than in ZsD11, where the growth stalls at approxi-
mately 10−1 g.
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Fig. 6. Vertically integrated dust mass distribution at different stages of
evolution for the sedimentation driven coagulation test. After approxi-
mately 400 yrs, the dust distribution splits into two parts. The big ag-
gregates continue to grow at the expense of the small particles.

In order to explain the discrepancy of the results obtained
by ZsD11 and us, we perform resolution test. As the adaptive
grid reflects a very high number of cells in high density regions,
we investigate if the result obtained by ZsD11 depends on the
number of cells used. Therefore, we perform a set of simulation
with constant, equally spaced grid but increasing the number of
cells. Figure 7 presents the mass-height distribution of the dust
after 1000 yrs of evolution for the constant grid with 80, 240
and 640 cells as well as for the adaptive gridding with 100 cells.
Note that ZsD11 modeled only the upper half of the column, so
their 40 cells is equivalent to our 80 cells resolution. We find
that the timescale of the evolution is indeed dependent on the
vertical resolution. With the adaptive grid method, we are also
able to see the effect of sweeping up of the small particles by the
big ones on the dust distribution around the midplane (see the
bottom panel of Fig. 7).

If we consider one grid cell with a bottom wall at z = 0, us-
ing the model described in this section, the collision rate defined
by Eqs. (19), (20) does not depend directly on the height above
the midplane of the center of the cell zc. The relative velocity ∆v
is dominated by the differential settling velocity that is directly
proportional to zc. Also the cell volume V is directly proportional
to zc. Therefore, one could expect that the collisional evolution
does not depend on the vertical resolution we choose. However,
we find that the higher resolution we use, the faster the growth
and settling proceed. This effect can be explained in the follow-
ing way: we calculate the relative velocities of particles basing
on the physical values obtained in the centers of the cells. Thus,
the exact values of gas density, Stokes numbers and vertical set-
tling velocities depend on the exact choice of the location of the
cell. All these values influence the collision rate of particles. The
more cells we use, the closer to the midplane (where the growth
proceeds fastest at the very beginning as well as at the end of the
evolution) we are able to resolve. On the other hand, the faster
growth we obtain, the quicker the particles settle down.

It is worth noting, that one of the basic assumptions of the
method we use (Zsom & Dullemond 2008) is that the particles
are homogeneously distributed over the volume of the cell within
they can collide. If we do not assure sufficiently high spatial res-
olution, this assumption is broken, and the model leads to un-
physical results.

The vertical resolution defines the maximum dust to gas
ratio we are able to obtain. In the case of constant grid with

Fig. 7. Vertical distribution of the dust grains of different sizes for the
1D sedimentation driven coagulation test. The three upper panels show
the result of simulations with constant grid with growing number of
cells. The bottom panel uses the adaptive grid routine described in this
work with 100 cells. All the distributions were plotted after 1000 yrs of
the evolution. The numerical convergence of results is noticeable.

the number Nc of cells the maximum dust to gas ratio ρd/
ρg = Nc × 0.01 would occur if we place all of the dust parti-
cles in one cell. The 0.01 is the global dust to gas mass ratio. In
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the case of the adaptive grid the dependence on the number of
cells is much weaker, and we are able to resolve higher dust to
gas ratios with much lower number of cells.

The impact of the dust layer width on the growth was in-
vestigated by Nakagawa et al. (1986). They concluded that the
growth terminates for an infinitely thin layer, as when all of the
bodies are located at z = 0 the vertical velocity of dust resulting
from Eq. (12) vz

d = 0, and the main source of the relative ve-
locities driving the collisions vanishes. However, even with the
adaptive grid, we can never obtain an infinitely small cell, so the
growth termination does not occur in our simulations.

The existence of such an infinitely thin dust layer is unre-
alistic anyway. As soon as the dust to gas ratio exceeds unity,
the shear instabilities (Weidenschilling 1980; Cuzzi et al. 1993),
in particular the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (Johansen et al.
2006) are known to occur. Bai & Stone (2010) showed that in
the case of no turbulence, another kind of hydrodynamic in-
stability, namely the streaming instability (Youdin & Goodman
2005), will generate a turbulence and maintain the dust to gas ra-
tio before the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability could be triggered. It
then prevents the dust from further settling and the growth from
terminating.

With the adaptive grid routine, we are able to resolve the dust
to gas ratio much higher than one. To avoid such an unphysical
situation, we implement an artificial α viscosity, αSI, that is de-
signed to mimic the impact of the streaming instability on the
vertical distribution of dust. We calculate the αSI as

αSI = αSI,max

[
1 + erf

(
ρd/ρg − c1

c2

)]
, (37)

where αSI,max defines a minimal turbulent viscosity that we need
to maintain dust to gas ratio lower than one and the c1, c2 are pa-
rameters of the error function erf. The αSI,max can be calculated
from Eq. (29) as

αSI,max = Z2
0 min(0.5, S̄t)

(
1 + S̄t2

)
, (38)

with Z0 representing initial dust to gas ratio, and S̄t being the
Stokes number averaged over all particles present in given cell,
as the strength of the streaming instability driven turbulence is
determined by the collective property of the particles. The form
of Eq. (37) was chosen such that the additional term of viscosity
is nonzero only when the dust to gas ratio exceeds unity and it
adds only the amount of turbulence that is needed to maintain
the dust to gas ratio below the unphysical value.

The Fig. 8 shows the dust to gas ratio at different height
above the midplane after 1000 yrs of evolution for the differ-
ent resolutions and for the test with the artificial viscosity intro-
duced by the αSI. The resolution dependence can be noticed. The
dust to gas ratio in the case of the adaptive grid exceeds unity.
The implementation of the αSI changes the dust to gas ratio only
very close to the midplane.

We find that implementing such an additional turbulence
source speeds up the coagulation of the big particles. This is
because it increases the relative velocities of the bodies and thus
the collision rates. As we ignore the possibility of the aggre-
gates fragmentation, the higher relative velocities result in faster
growth.

The Fig. 9 shows the mass distributions after 4000 yrs of evo-
lution obtained for different gridding as well as with and without
the streaming instability (SI). This figure reveals how much the
growth depends on the resolution. The mass of the biggest ag-
glomerates obtained after 4000 yrs in the test with 640 constant

Fig. 8. Dust to gas ratio around the midplane after 1000 yrs of evolution
as resolved by different algorithms: constant grid with 80 and 640 cells
and the adaptive grid with 100 cells with and without the streaming
instability (SI). The obtained dust to gas ratio depends strongly on the
vertical resolution. In the case of the adaptive grid it exceeds unity. The
implementation of the streaming instability lowers the dust to gas ratio
only in the region in that such an unphysical values occur.

Fig. 9. Dust mass distribution after 4000 yrs of evolution for the tests
with the constant grid with 80 and 640 cells and adaptive gridding with
100 cells with and without the streaming instability (SI) implemented.
The figure reveal a huge impact of the vertical resolution on the dust
growth timescale. With the adaptive gridding we obtain much bigger
bodies after the same time of evolution. Taking the SI into account ad-
ditionally speeds up the growth.

cells and 100 adaptive grid cells varies by five orders of magni-
tude. This is however a timescale effect. If we wait long enough,
which is of the order of Myrs for the constant grid, we will obtain
the same resulting size of agglomerates. The growth can proceed
only until all the small particles are swept up by the big ones.

The consideration of the streaming instability allows us to
obtain another 4 orders of magnitude in mass larger particles.
The additional viscosity increases the vertical extent of the big
bodies as well as their relative velocities. Thus, they are able to
collide with the small particles that reside higher above the mid-
plane. This speed up of the growth can however be a result of
the simplified instability implementation we used. We do not ac-
count for the strong particle clumping reported for the streaming
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instability (Johansen et al. 2009). We ignore also the possibil-
ity of the gravitational instability of the clumps (Johansen et al.
2007). We plan to include these effects in our future work.

The growth timescale dependence on the vertical resolution
revealed in these sections can have a huge impact on dust evolu-
tion models. In 2D cases the impact of vertical structure resolu-
tion is even stronger as the relative velocity is dominated by the
radial and azimuthal drift. Its value does not depend on the ver-
tical position, so the collision rate becomes explicitly dependent
on z.

In the model presented here, turbulence is not included, be-
sides the one generated by the streaming instability. We ignore
also the possibility of the aggregates fragmentation. We expect
that including these effects would lower the discrepancy between
the results obtained using the constant and adaptive gridding.
The turbulent mixing prevents the high dust to gas ratio, which
is problematic for the constant grid scheme. Taking the fragmen-
tation into account sets up a maximum mass over which the par-
ticles cannot grow. Thus, the difference in the growth timescale
does not change the maximum size of particles after the same
time of evolution obtained in the different models.

The tests presented in this section have proven our adap-
tive grid to deal very well with the high dust density regions.
However, as can be observed on the bottom panel of Fig. 7, the
low density regions are resolved much worse. As the most of the
coagulation happens in the high density regions around the mid-
plane, this flaw should not effect the mass distribution function
evolution. However, it may limit the possibilities of using our
code in context of the protoplanetary disks observations.

5. Sweep-up growth at the inner edge of dead zone

In the test models presented so far, we have always assumed
perfect sticking between particles, and ignored all other pos-
sible collision outcomes. However, collisional physics of dust
aggregates is highly complex, and laboratory experiments have
shown that also effects such as bouncing, fragmentation and ero-
sion can occur (Blum & Wurm 2008). By implementing the
collision scheme proposed by Güttler et al. (2010) in 0D sim-
ulations, Zsom et al. (2010) showed the importance of using
a realistic collision model, and discovered the existence of the
bouncing barrier, where growth-neutral bouncing collisions can
completely prevent particle growth above millimeter-sizes, even
before the fragmentation barrier is reached.

Windmark et al. (2012a) showed that the existence of a colli-
sional growth barrier (such as the bouncing barrier) can actually
be beneficial for the growth of planetesimals. If some larger par-
ticles, or seeds, are artificially introduced into a 0D model, they
can grow by sweeping up the population of particles kept small
by the bouncing barrier, thanks to the mass transfer effect ob-
served by Wurm et al. (2005). When two large particles collide
at a high velocity, they tend to fragment, but if the mass ratio be-
tween the colliding particles is high enough, only the smaller of
the two will be disrupted, depositing a fraction of its mass onto
the larger particle in the process. In this way, two populations
of particles are formed, where the few seeds grown by sweep-
ing up the small particles while colliding only rarely between
themselves. Windmark et al. (2012b) and Garaud et al. (2013)
showed that the first seeds might be formed by including veloc-
ity distributions produced by stochastic turbulence, but the exact
nature of these distributions, and whether the effect is capable of
producing high enough mass ratios, is still unclear.

In this study, we investigate whether the seeds can be pro-
duced at one location in the disk and then transported by the
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Fig. 10. Sketch of the planetesimal formation mechanism we suggest.
Thanks to the radial variation in turbulence efficiency, the position of
the collision regimes is shifted in terms of particle size. The dust aggre-
gates can grow to larger sizes in the dead zone than in the MRI active
zone. The big particles grown in the dead zone drift inwards through the
bouncing regime, to the location of the pressure trap, and some of them
can continue to grow via sweeping up the small particles halted by the
bouncing barrier.

radial drift to another region, where they are significantly larger
than the grains produced locally. This could allow them to grow
further by sweeping up the smaller grains. In particular, we pos-
tulate that such a situation can occur for a sharp α change, e.g.
at the inner edge of a dead zone.

Figure 10 shows the basic idea behind our model. At the in-
ner edge of the dead zone, strength of the MRI turbulence drops,
affecting the relative velocities between dust particles. In the
MRI active region, the turbulence is stronger than in the dead
zone, causing bouncing to occur for significantly smaller parti-
cles. Thus, aggregates growing in the dead zone can reach larger
sizes. The radial drift (that increases toward the Stokes number
equal unity) can transport the largest particles to the MRI active
region, and at the same time into another collisional regime. The
drifting particles have now become seeds, and can continue to
grow by sweeping up the small grains stuck below the bouncing
barrier. Furthermore, the rapid turbulence strength decline can
result in a formation of a pressure trap that allows the seeds to
avoid further inward drift and becoming lost inside of the evap-
oration radius of the star.

A difficulty in the planetesimal formation by sweep-up
growth scenario is that the first seed particles have to be orders
of magnitude more massive than the main population, and that
if too many such seeds are formed, they will fragment among
themselves too often to be able to grow. As a first application of
our 2D code, we investigate whether the planetesimal formation
via the mechanism described above can be initiated in a realistic
protoplanetary disk.

We focus on a protoplanetary disk with a pressure bump
around the snow line (Kretke & Lin 2007), using the disk model
presented in Sect. 3.3. We assume a stationary disk, which is
a simplification, as the dust grains size distribution, evolution of
which we model, should affect the disk structure. We discuss this
issue further in Sect. 6. The total disk mass integrated between
0.1 and 100 AU is 0.01 M�, and we set the mass accretion rate
to 10−9 M� yr−1. Thus, our model corresponds to a low-mass,
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passive protoplanetary disk. We focus this study on the region
around the pressure bump, between r = 3−5.5 AU, as high-
lighted in Fig. 4. At 3 AU, the disk has a gas surface density
Σg = 65 g cm−3 and a temperature Tg = 140 K. This disk model
is highly simplified, especially in the outer regions, but as we
focus only on the inner region, we consider it a good approxi-
mation. We also assume a stationary gas disk, since, because of
the computational expense of the simulations, we only run the
models for ∼3 × 104 yrs, which is much shorter than the typical
disk evolution timescale.

We assume an initial dust to gas ratio of 0.01, and distribute
the dust mass into monomers of size a0 = 1 µm. The internal
density of the particles is set to ρp = 1.6 g cm−3. For the models
presented in this study, we use over a half a million (exactly 219)
representative particles and an adaptive grid resolution of 64 ra-
dial and 32 vertical zones. This gives 256 representative parti-
cles per cell, which allows us to resolve the coagulation physics
properly (see Sect. 3.1). Each swarm represents ∼1022 g, corre-
sponding to a maximum representative particle size of roughly
100 km that is obtainable without breaking the requirement that
the number of representative particles must be lower than the
number of physical particles in the swarm they represent. At the
current stage of our project we do not reach km-sizes.

For our collision model, we use two simplified prescriptions
(models A and B) for bouncing, fragmentation and mass transfer
based on the work of Windmark et al. (2012a). In both models,
we determine the sticking probability as a function of the relative
velocity ∆v:

ps(∆v) =


1 ∆v < vs
0 if ∆v > vb

1 − k otherwise,
(39)

where k = log (1 + ∆v − vs)/log (1 + vb − vs), consistent with
the findings by Weidling et al. (2012). The smooth transition be-
tween sticking and bouncing collisions turns out to be a natural
way to limit the number of potential seeds, i.e. particles that are
large enough to initiate sweep-up in the dead zone.

The fragmentation probability is determined by a step
function:

pf(∆v) =

{
0 if ∆v < vf
1 ∆v ≥ vf ,

(40)

and we let vs = 3 cm s−1, vb = 60 cm s−1, and vf = 80 cm s−1

be the sticking, bouncing and fragmentation threshold velocities.
These values correspond to silicate grains, which are believed to
be less sticky and resilient to fragmentation than icy grains that
would also exist in the simulation domain. However, because of
the lack of knowledge about the ice collision properties, and the
uncertainty in the efficiency in sublimation and sintering at the
snow line, we decide to take the pessimistic approach of using
only the silicates. The vs, vb and vf are here independent on par-
ticle masses and ∆v, which is different from the Windmark et al.
(2012a) model. This is a significant simplification coming from
the code optimization reason. However, the order of magnitude
of these values is consistent with the original model, thus the
overall scheme of collisional evolution is preserved.

In both of the models, during a fragmenting event, the mass
of both particles is distributed according the power-law n(m) ∝
m−9/8, consistent with findings by Blum & Münch (1993) as well
as Güttler et al. (2010), and the representative particle is selected
randomly from the fragments (see Zsom et al. 2010 for details on
how this is done in the representative particles and Monte Carlo
fashion).

Fig. 11. Collision outcome for particle pairs of given sizes located in the
midplane at 3.23 AU (pressure trap) and at 3.6 AU (dead zone) in col-
lision model B. “S” marks sticking, “B” bouncing, “F” fragmentation,
and “MT” mass transfer. Thanks to the change in the disk properties
between the two regions, the bouncing barrier occur at different par-
ticle sizes, as predicted when constructing our planetesimal formation
scenario (Fig. 10).

In model B, we also include the mass transfer effect, which
occurs during a fragmenting event when the particle mass ratio
is high enough, namely m1/m2 > mcrit (m1 > m2), where we
put mcrit = 103. We assume a constant mass transfer efficiency
of 0.8 · m2, i.e. the more massive particle gains 80% of the mass
of the smaller particle.

The collisional model developed by Windmark et al. (2012a)
is much more complex than ours. In their work the mass transfer
efficiency is dependent on the impact velocity. We decided to as-
sume the mass transfer efficiency to be constant, as we are here
mostly concerned at the point where sweep-up is initiated, and
we do not want to model the process in detail. For the same rea-
son we ignored the threshold between erosion and mass trans-
fer that Windmark et al. (2012a) found to be important for the
growth to planetesimal sizes.

In Fig. 11, we present the collision outcome for all parti-
cle pairs with collision model B, in the midplane, at both the
location of the pressure trap (3.23 AU) and in the dead zone
(3.6 AU). In the case of collision model A, the plot is similar, but
the mass transfer regime is replaced by fragmentation. From the
plot, we can notice that due to differences in turbulent viscosity,
the bouncing and fragmentation occur at different sizes depend-
ing on the location of the disk. In the dead zone, the turbulence is
extremely low, α = 10−6, compared to α ≈ 10−4 at the pressure
trap, and the particle growth can therefore continue to more than
one order of magnitude larger sizes before the bouncing barrier
halts it. This is exactly what is needed for our planetesimal for-
mation via sweep-up mechanism to work.

In the case of collision model A, the growth is halted by
the bouncing barrier at ∼0.1 cm in the pressure trap region
and ∼0.7 cm in the dead zone, and there is no possibility that
the growth could proceed towards bigger sizes. In model B, if
radial drift would be ignored and the growth would only be al-
lowed to proceed locally, the particle growth would stop at the
same sizes as in model A. However, we find in our simulations
that when both drift and mass transfer are included, the situa-
tion changes significantly, in a way that enables sweep-up, as
discussed earlier.

The result of the simulation using collision model B is il-
lustrated in Fig. 12, where we plot the vertically integrated dust
density evolution at six different times between t = 500 yrs and
t = 30 000 yrs. The dust growth proceeds the fastest in the inner
part of the domain, where the relative velocities are the highest
because of stronger turbulence. After 1000 yrs, the particles in
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Fig. 12. Vertically integrated dust density at different stages of the evolution, using collision model B. The solid line shows the particle size
corresponding to the Stokes number of unity, where the drift is the fastest. This line is also proportional to the gas surface density. The dashed
line shows approximate position of the bouncing barrier. The dotted line indicates the location of the pressure trap. The symbols point the position
of three selected representative particles. Two of them are the particles that become the seeds that continue growing, trapped in the pressure trap
at 3.23 AU, while the growth of the other swarms is stopped by the bouncing barrier. The feature at r > 3.5 AU and a < 10−2 cm comes from the
bimodal distribution revealed in the 1D tests (see Sect. 4), where the small particles are vertically dispersed, while the bigger particles resides in
the midplane of the disk.

the inner part of the disk have reached the bouncing barrier,
which efficiently halts any further growth. The position of the
bouncing barrier, indicated with the dashed line in Fig. 12, is es-
timated analogically as the location of the fragmentation barrier
in Birnstiel et al. (2011). As time progresses, particles further
out also halt their growth due to bouncing. The bouncing barrier
occurs at larger sizes in the dead zone than in the pressure trap.
After 20 000 years, most of the particles are kept small by the
bouncing, and only evolve by slowly drifting inwards. The size
of the particles stopped by the bouncing in the dead zone corre-
sponds to St < 5 × 10−2, for which the drift timescale >104 yrs
(see Fig. 5). Thus, the small dust is still present beyond the pres-
sure trap at the end of the model.

During the inward drift, the particles halted by the bounc-
ing barrier in the dead zone are automatically shifted to the
fragmentation/mass transfer regime in the region of higher
turbulence. Most of these particles fragment due to equal-size
collisions, which can be seen in the Fig. 12, as the majority of
the bigger particles from the dead zone is fragmented down to
the position of the bouncing barrier. With these contour plots,
however it is not easy to display the minute, but very important,
amount of bodies that are able to cross the barrier unscathed:
these are the seeds. The Monte Carlo method finds 2 such seed
representative particles in the model B run, which is hard to

show in the contour plots, so that we mark them separately in
Fig. 12. In the figure, we plot the exact positions of three selected
swarms. All of them have similar initial locations and identical
masses. Two of them are the only swarms that become the seeds
for sweep-up, while the third is plotted for reference to show the
evolution of an “average” particle in this model. This particle,
after 25 000 yrs of evolution, clearly undergoes fragmentation.

Because of the smooth transition between sticking and
bouncing, a limited number of particles manage to grow to the
maximum size before they have drifted inwards. These particles
have a chance to avoid the fragmenting collisions. This is be-
cause of two reasons. One of them is that the largest particles are
drifting the fastest. What is more: the more massive the drifting
particle is, the lower is the probability of fragmenting collision,
due to the fact that the transition from fragmentation to mass
transfer regime is at the projectile mass equal to 0.001 times the
target mass. Thus some “lucky” particles from the higher end of
the mass distribution spectrum can reach the position, where the
equal-size collisions are very unlikely, as most of the surround-
ing particles are more than the three order of magnitude in mass
lower, and so collisions will primarily lead to sweep-up growth.
In our model we observe two such seeds. After t = 27 500 yrs,
they have reached the pressure trap, so their drift is halted, and
by the end of the simulation, they have reached m-sizes.
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Fig. 13. Evolution of the spatially integrated surface density of different
sized particles for the model B. The particles grow until they reach the
bouncing barrier. After that only a limited number of bodies continue
the growth thanks to the mass transfer effect.

× ×

Fig. 14. Time evolution the maximum (solid lines) and the median
(dashed lines) radius of the dust particles in the model with and without
the mass transfer effect. Both of the models generally evolve in simi-
lar way, what can be observed by following the median radius change.
However, whereas the growth of the biggest particles is halted at sizes
approximately ∼0.7 cm by the bouncing in the case of the model A,
in model B some particles manage to grow till the radius of 100 cm
after 30 000 yrs.

In Fig. 13, we present the evolution of the spatially integrated
size-distribution for model B, and Fig. 14 shows the evolution of
the median and maximum radius of the dust particles for both
models A and B. The median size illustrates the evolution of an
average particle. Initially, both of the models evolve in the same
way, and the median and maximum particle size grows gradually
from µm- up to mm-sizes. After about t = 23 000 yrs, the largest
particles in model A halt in their growth at a size of 0.7 cm due
to the bouncing barrier. The median size continues to grow, as
all particles still have to reach the bouncing regime. In model B,
however, the first seeds are formed and drifted into the pressure
trap at t = 23 000 yrs, initiating sweep-up and causing a sud-
den increase in the size of the largest particles from cm- up to
m-sizes. It can here be noticed that the sweep-up is only local,
and the median particle size remains unchanged compared to
model A. After the seeds are formed, the size-distribution be-
comes bimodal. As seen in Fig. 13, the seeds constitute a sepa-
rate population, the surface density of which grows in time, as
they are sweeping-up the small particles. However, as the seed

population is represented by only two representative particles,
its mass distribution cannot be resolved well in this model.

Figure 14 shows also another interesting feature. The line
corresponding to the maximum particle size in the model B ex-
hibits two bumps before it finally jumps to depict the evolution
of the two growing seeds: these are some “unlucky” particles that
fragmented before being able to reach the region where the mass
ratio between them and the small particles is high enough to lead
to mass transfer collisions. Also later in our model we observe
some particles that grow a bit bigger than the others but then
fragment. Of course, there can and should be some new “lucky”
seeds formed later, in particular from the particles that started
their evolution further away in the disk. However, as the growth
timescale rises with the distance from the star, we would have
to carry on our models over longer time and possibly start with
a larger domain to see more of the seeds, which is not possible
with the current state of our code, as explained below.

The model B run took about 50 days on an 8 core 2.83 GHz
Intel processor. The model A run took about half as long, as all
the particles stayed small so that a longer advection time step
was used. Because of the computational expense of the simula-
tions, we finish them at t = 31 000 yrs, when the seeds have
reached sizes of 100 cm. Extrapolating the growth rate from
the data, we find that the seeds would grow to km-sizes within
the next 105 yrs. Xie et al. (2010) investigated the planetesi-
mal growth by dust sweep-up and found the growth from 0.1
to 10 km within 106 yrs in their models. However, in our model
the surface density of the dust in the pressure trap is enhanced, as
the solids are constantly delivered to the trap by the radial drift,
so the timescale of the growth is reduced.

The dust density distribution in the dead zone exhibits a
bump for particles smaller than 10−2 cm (see Fig. 12). This fea-
ture comes form the bimodal distribution revealed in the 1D tests
presented in Sect. 4. It is not observed in the active zone while it
is smeared by the relatively strong turbulence (α > 10−4). Such
structure cannot be modeled by the commonly used dust evo-
lution codes that treat the vertical structure in an averaged way
(Birnstiel et al. 2010). However, the impact of resolving of this
structure is hard to define without detailed comparison between
results given by such 1D code and by our code, which is much
beyond the scope of this work.

6. Discussion and conclusions

We developed a new computational model for dust evolution
in the protoplanetary disk. The representative particles method
(Zsom & Dullemond 2008) has been used to describe the dust.
The gas disk has been included in an analytical way. The model
tracks the dust drift as well as the coagulation. The Monte Carlo
method has been used to investigate the collisions between the
dust aggregates. The code is a further development of the work
presented by Zsom et al. (2011). We extended the model of Zsom
et al. (2011) by adding an adaptive gridding method, which as-
sures high spatial resolution in high dust density regions, as well
as the radial dimension.

With the new numerical code, we found that high spatial res-
olution is necessary to model the dust evolution properly. In par-
ticular, in the case of lack of turbulent mixing, when a dense
midplane layer is formed, the dust growth timescale depends on
the resolution very strongly.

We noticed that a sharp change in a protoplanetary disk
structure can be favorable for the planetesimal formation by
sweep-up as suggested by Windmark et al. (2012a). We applied
our method to a snow line region in a low mass protoplanetary
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disk, and modeled the disk following the prescription of Kretke
& Lin (2007), where the turbulent viscosity changes around the
snow line, leading to occurrence of a low turbulence region as
well as a pressure bump. We found that in such a disk it is in-
deed possible to grow planetesimals by the sweep-up. Due to
the local dust density enhancement in the pressure bump, the
sweep-up growth rate is increased, and the estimated planetesi-
mal formation timescale is relevant for the planet formation.

The main conclusions of the models presented in this paper
can be summarized in the following points.

– Adaptive gridding allows us to investigate the dust colli-
sional evolution with Monte Carlo method in 2D. It assures
sufficient spatial as well as mass resolution to account for
the dust structure. It automatically moves the computational
effort towards the high dust density regions.

– Proper resolution of the vertical structure of protoplane-
tary disk is important for obtaining a correct dust growth
timescale. This is true especially in the case of low
turbulence.

– In some protoplanetary disks, it is likely to overcome the
growth barriers and obtain planetesimals via the sweep-up
growth, as suggested by Windmark et al. (2012a). Since the
disk properties change at different disk locations, the bounc-
ing barrier is shifted in terms of maximum particles size. In
our model the particles can grow more in the dead zone re-
gion. A limited number of these particles can become plan-
etesimal seeds and continue to grow in the region of stronger
turbulence, and their radial drift is at the same time halted
because of the existence of the pressure trap.

– The snow line, as modeled by Kretke & Lin (2007), is a fa-
vorable region for the planetesimal formation by incremental
growth.

Our model includes inevitable simplifications. We assumed that
the disk is isothermal, i.e. the gas temperature Tg is constant
along the vertical dimension. Also the turbulent viscosity Dg has
been assumed to stay constant along a column at given distance
from the star. We do not expect that including the dependence
of Tg and Dg on the height above the midplane would influence
the possibility of forming planetesimals via the mechanism de-
scribed in this work. We did not include the gas disk evolution.
This is not consistent with the snow line model we implement,
as the gas ionization rate and thus the turbulence strength is de-
pendent on the dust properties. As we include the dust growth,
the total surface area of grains changes and thus the turbulence
is modified. The disk structure builds up on the disk accretion
timescale. As the dust coagulation proceeds much faster than the
gas disk evolution, we start our models from a steady state disk,
which is a common, but not self-consistent practice.

We focused on the disk region around the snow line, where
the temperature allows for existence of solid water ice. The col-
lisional properties of ice aggregates are generally thought to be
much better than silicates. However, due to lack of laboratory
data, we did not include the ice in our models. We used a colli-
sion model that reflects the evolution of silicate grains. Including
collision model of ices would help the growth of particles. On
the other hand, it would also require considering another com-
plex effects, such as evaporation and condensation (Kuroiwa &
Sirono 2011; Ros & Johansen 2013) or sintering (Sirono 2011).

The planetesimal formation model we propose relies on the
existence of a growth barrier, such as the bouncing barrier in-
troduced by Zsom et al. (2010). The robustness of the barrier
has recently been put into question as the sticking and bounc-
ing efficiency have been shown to exhibit a strong dependence

on the internal structure of colliding aggregates as well as the
impact parameter (Wada et al. 2011; Kothe et al. 2013). Even
though the results on the bouncing behavior is inconclusive, we
argue that fragmentation could also work in a similar fashion for
the sweep-up scenario. In case where fragmentation acts as the
main growth barrier, the smaller dust population would be able
to grow a bit further, but might still be swept up by the drift-
ing seeds. As the mass transfer experiments have so far been
performed over a limited parameter space only, this possibility
would need to be verified experimentally.

As mentioned in Sect. 4, we did not include the effects of par-
ticle clumping via the streaming instability (Youdin & Goodman
2005) and possibility of the gravitational instability (Johansen
et al. 2007) for dense midplane layer. These effects could change
our results and lead to efficient planetesimal formation in the
dead zone. We plan to implement these phenomena in future
work.

A great difficulty in the planet formation modeling is that
the dynamic range involved is too wide to be covered by a single
numerical method. When km-sized bodies are formed, regard-
less of their formation process, the gravitational interactions be-
come important and the N-body dynamics needs to be consid-
ered. Statistical approach, which is commonly used to study the
dust coagulation, is very hard to connect with the N-body meth-
ods, as it only handles the dust distribution function and it does
not consider individual particles. In our code, we used the repre-
sentative particles as a description for dust, thus the connection
to the N-body regime is more natural. The code presented in this
paper is a very first step towards a complete model of the planet
formation.

We focused the study presented in this paper on the snow line
region, which is shown to be a favorable region for formation of
big bodies in protoplanetary disk. This is consistent with other
studies. The impact of the snow line is reported in the context
of the exoplanets distribution. Schlaufman et al. (2009) argue
that the statistical properties of observed exoplanets cannot be
explained without taking the snow line into account. Also very
recent work of Martin & Livio (2013) suggests that the snow
line region is where the asteroid belts are preferentially formed.
They come to this conclusions because of a correlation between
the location of the snow line and observed warm dust belts in
exosolar systems. They argue that the existence of such asteroid
belts may be crucial for existence of life on rocky planets. It is
worth noting that the planetesimal formation mechanism intro-
duced in this work can take place also at locations other than
the snow line. Dzyurkevich et al. (2013) have recently suggested
that a steep variation of the turbulence efficiency and resulting
pressure bump, which we need for our mechanism, can occur
beyond what they call “metal freezeout line”, i.e. at the border
beyond which metal atoms in the gas phase thermally adsorb on
dust particles. Anyway, in our model, the internal planetesimal
population is formed at the same location in the disk that cor-
responds to the pressure maximum. Such a narrow annulus of
planetesimals was suggested by Hansen (2009) as initial condi-
tion for formation of the terrestrial planets in the Solar System.

The thresholds that change the structure of protoplanetary
disk, such as the snow line, clearly have a great significance for
the emergence and evolutions of planetary systems. Our mod-
els show that even with a “pessimistic” setup, in a low-mass
protoplanetary disk consisting of not very sticky silicate grains,
it is possible to form planetesimals at such a specific location.
Further work is required to check the following evolution of the
planetesimal ring. For bodies bigger than kilometers, consider-
ation of the gravitational interactions, which we plan to include
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in our future work, is necessary. The question whether there will
be an asteroid belt or a planet formed at the pressure trap cannot
be answered at the current stage of our project.
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